32nd ANNUAL HARVARD FOREST ECOLOGY SYMPOSIUM
16-17 MARCH  2021, 12:30-5:00 P.M.                      HELD VIRTUALLY

The Harvard Forest LTER VI: From Microbes to Macrosystems
Understanding the response of ecological systems to global change drivers and their interactions

March 16

1:00 Pattern & Process
Audrey Barker Plotkin, Harvard Forest
Adrien Finzi, Boston University
Bill Munger, Harvard University
Discussion

2:10 Break

2:30 Climate Change
Serita Frey, University of New Hampshire
Kristen DeAngelis, University of Massachusetts
Andrew Richardson, Northern Arizona University
Neil Pederson, Harvard Forest
Discussion

4:00-5:00 Student Poster Session

March 17
12:30 Welcome Back

12:40 Forest Insects
Dave Orwig, Harvard Forest
Val Pasquarella, Boston University
Discussion

1:30 Land Use
Lucy Hutyra, Boston University
Ed Faison, Highstead
Discussion

2:20 Break

2:45 Graduate Students in the LTER & Research Awards
Luca Morreale, Boston University & HFR LTER Graduate Student Representative
LTER Graduate Student Research Awards 2021

3:15 Putting it all together: Interacting GCDs, Broader Impacts, and Data Curation
Scott Ollinger, University of New Hampshire
Jonathan Thompson, Harvard Forest
Clarisse Hart, Harvard Forest
Emery Boose, Harvard Forest
Discussion

4:45 Wrap-Up: Jonathan Thompson